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Introduction
Results: quantitative

This study probes the confidence, and types of reflective thinking exhibited by first year
physics students. John Dewey argues that. “a state of perplexity, hesitation, doubt” is a vital
part of reflection. The goal of this intervention was to put students into this “state of doubt”,
and enquire into the types of reflective thinking that the students engaged in.
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This experiment ran as part of the online pre-lab work
with 308 first year, second semester Physics students
at the University of Sydney, as they were studying
circuits and electromagnetism. The students were
randomly placed into three groups, and were asked a
question related to circuits. The three groups had
slight variations of the question, one containing clues
that lead the students to the solution (good clues),
one which contained no clues (bad clues), and one
which contained clues which introduced a common
misconception, and lead the students away from the
solution (bad clues).
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We:
Quantitative
Assessed if answer “matched” solution
Analysed the confidence data in
SPSS (Mean, ANOVA)

Qualitative
Deductively coded the student reasons
Checked inter-coder reliability
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They reported their confidence on page 1,
and could not change this later.
There is no statistically significant
diﬀerence in student confidence between
the three student groups.
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“However, in my answer could still be a
possible scenario”
“My answer can be an additional
explanation”
“My answer was pretty much right,
except I missed the ground wire
hanging from the pool.”
“it was more or less correct“

(3 videos on electricity - “good clues”, “no clues”, “bad clues” - clickable links)
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How many student’s answers matched the
solution, in each of the three groups?
There are more students whose answers match
the solution in the “Good clues” group,
compared to the other two groups. The
numbers of students whose answers matched is
similar in the “no clues” and “bad clues” groups.
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How does the confidence of students who
modified their answers compare to the
ones who did not modify their answers?
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There is a statistically significant diﬀerence
in student confidence between the two
groups.
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“I think the video was misleading”
“Couldn’t see if he was wearing a glove
or not. If id have know that then I would
have got the right answer.”
“i didn’t realise that was a Tesla coil,
and consider the many to be part of the
circuit”
“i dont as of yet understand the
explanation but i changed my answer
as it was incorrect”

There are the five categories into which student responses were
coded. Both students who modified and who did not modify their
answers, gave similar responses - “I did not change my answer
because I was almost correct” and “I did change my answer, though I
was almost correct” are both coded as almost. The number of
responses in each category is varies between the three groups - “bad
clues” has substantially most issues. A more substantive qualitative
analysis will be presented in an upcoming paper (please contact Petr
Lebedev)

Conclusion:
Asking students questions, and then asking them to report if they
modified their answers, and the reasons for doing, or not doing so
seems to facilitate reflective thinking. The confidence between all three
groups is not significantly diﬀerent, but the confidence of students who
modified their answers is statistically significant. In this case - lower
confidence (higher doubt) is a predictor of students modifying their
answers. The reasons students give are similar for both the ones who
modify, and those who do not modify their answers.

